
Monkey Bar Installation Guide

For easiest installation, consult a licensed professional to evaluate your walls and ceiling.

Installation can be as easy as adding 2 by 4's to your walls or ceilings and then attaching our

monkey bars to the 2 by 4's. For a more modern/ designer look, have your licensed professional

evaluate the space and open the ceilings or walls to add supports where needed for the bars. Then

close up walls and ceiling and paint!

For your safety screws and hardware are not included with our monkey bars and
are not sold in our store. Your walls and ceiling will determine what type of screws
and locking nuts are needed to safely install the monkey bars. You will need at least
2” thick screws and locking nuts, but we highly recommend consulting with a
licensed General Contractor to evaluate space and walls for safety for all
installations. 

We recommend spacing the monkey bars 10” to 14” apart.  

The number of monkey bars needed for a playroom depends completely on the
space available and on your preferences. We typically use 10 monkey bars on the
ceiling, To create a ladder on the wall we typically use 7 bars for a 9’ high ceiling. 
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The measurements of our SHORTY monkey bars are perfect for standard 2 by 4's
wood stud placement. Studs are generally spaced 16” apart (from the middle of one
stud to the middle of the next). This means our Shorty size bars can result in less
construction which means less time, less money to pay for installation. Overall our
CLASSIC monkey bars look stunning in a large space, while our SHORTY monkey
bars are perfect for smaller spaces.

Our monkey bars can be screwed into our rock panels as well. We always
recommend to check with the installer first before ordering. Having them evaluate
the walls and make a plan is always best.


